
LESSON PLAN – COLLECTING, ORDERING, CATEGORIZING 

 
TITLE: Collecting, Ordering, Categorizing    TIME: 60 minutes 

 

LEARNER POPULATION: grade level 4 

 

CURRICULAR CONTEXT: part of Social Studies, unit: California’s cultural and socio-

economic development at the end of the 19th and early 20th century. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

 By the end of this activity: 

1) Students will be able to use systematic thinking, which underlies the 

establishment of collections. 

2) Students will be able to order and categorize lists of objects by identifying 

their similarities and differences. 

 

CONCEPTS/INFORMATION: 

• Collections are based on similarities between objects. 

• Students find out which object does and which one does not fit into a 

“collection.” 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE: 

1) Bring in different objects that are similar and make up a “collection,” e.g., a 

collection of stones, books, fruit, pencils, etc., but display them out of order. 

Introduce students to the topic by asking them whether they can group the 

objects together. Let them explain why they group certain objects together 

into a category and what the order behind them is. 

2) Ask each child to bring in a shoebox with their favorite items. Have students 

write their names on the bottom of the box. Each student looks at the box of 

someone else and tries to guess whose it is. The point to get across it that 

collecting is a form of personal behavior and identification. 



3) Distribute handouts to students and have them do the exercises. Teacher walks 

around and is available for students’ questions. Afterwards, the whole class 

corrects the exercises together. 

4) Homework assignment could be to ask parents, grandparents or siblings about 

their “collections.” What do they collect now, or when they were the same age 

as the child? 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: Collections of stones, books, pencils, etc.; exercise 

handout; pencils. 

 

EXTENSION/CLOSURE: 

1) Students write a short essay on what they collect and why. 

2) Students build a small model of a cabinet with objects inside. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Which one does and what does not fit into your collection? 
 
 
A: Circle the word that does not fit in. 
 
 
1) dog  horse  mouse  lion  shoe  cat 
 
 
2) apple pencil  cherry  peach  watermelon orange 
 
 
3) bus  car  plane  book  bike  train 
 
 
4) Oakland Fresno  Berkeley California Los Angeles San Francisco 
 
 
5) green blue  orange  apple  yellow  red 
 
 
 
B: Draw images of some items that will make a collection. 
 
 
1) 
 
 
 
2) 
 
 
 
 
3) 
 
 
 
4) 
 
 
 
 
 

 



LESSON PLAN – MRS. PARDEE’S DIFFERENT COLLECTIONS 

 
TITLE: Mrs. Pardee’s Different Collections    TIME: 60 minutes 

 

LEARNER POPULATION: grade level 4 

 

CURRICULAR CONTEXT: part of Social Studies, unit: California’s cultural and socio-

economic development at the end of the 19th and early 20th century. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

 By the end of this activity: 

1) Students will be able to give a brief account of Mrs. Helen Pardee and her 

particular interest in collecting. 

2) Students will be able to identify some of Mrs. Pardee’s collections. 

3) Students will be able to assess the differences between Mrs. Pardee’s and 

today’s museum cataloguing. 

4) Students will be able to talk about the purpose and value of museums. 

 

CONCEPTS/INFORMATION: 

• Mrs. Helen Pardee collected curious objects from all over the world. 

• Introduce examples of some of her collections. 

• Show differences in past and present cataloguing practices. 

• What is a museum? What is exhibited in a museum? 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE: 

1) Introduce Mrs. Helen Pardee by showing photos of her and her family and 

talking about their lives. Also tell students that she was an eclectic collector of 

all kinds of objects. 

2) Show photos of her different collections, e.g., the collection of teapots. 



3) Students make guesses about why someone would collect candlesticks and 

teapots. Let students talk about the different objects within the collection by 

showing photos of the collection cabinets. 

4) Show the students pages of Mrs. Pardee’s catalogue and samples of the Pardee 

Home Museum’s cataloguing system. Engage students in a conversation about 

museums. Ask questions like “What are museums?” and “When is something 

important enough to be in a museum?” 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: Information from Pardee Home Museum website; 

Background information sheet on collecting in general and Mrs. Helen Pardee’s 

collections; photos Pardee house, photos of Mrs. Helen Pardee, photos of Mrs. Pardee’s 

cabinets; copies of Mrs. Pardee’s catalogue and of Museum catalogue; handout; pencils, 

crayons, watercolors. 

 

EXTENSION/CLOSURE: 

1) Students write a short essay on what they would be interested in collecting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Background Information on collecting in general 

and Mrs. Helen Pardee’s collections 

 

What exactly is a “collection”? A collection means bringing together certain 

objects or materials that are similar. The process of collecting is intentional, which means 

certain objects are picked out and collected, because they are beautiful, weird, foreign, or 

attractive to the person collecting. All the objects in one collection form a whole; they are 

unified by a certain order or category that encompasses all of them. 

Even animals are collectors; they collect food; so do humans. Whether we shop in 

a supermarket or hunt for food, we gather and store our food, which makes up a 

collection of food items. When people collect something, many times it is something 

from cultures far away and very different from our own. We dream about these other 

cultures and imagine their lives by looking at their objects. So did Mrs. Helen Pardee. 

Many times, rare and beautiful objects cost a lot of money and hold a certain value, not 

only in money, but also in prestige and social status. However, this was not the most 

important point Mrs. Pardee was interested; for her, it was a genuine interest in foreign 

cultures and countries and their ways of life; and maybe also a way to understand and 

order the world and make sense of its diversity. This does not mean, though, that she was 

not proud of her collections, since she would give tours through the house and show her 

collections to guests. Almost every room within the house had some of her collections in 

it. Her largest collection is that of candlesticks, but also her collection of Asian teapots 

shows some rare, odd and beautiful examples. 



Mrs. Pardee was a typical Californian collector. Many of her objects originated in 

Asia, the South Pacific or South America, which is a representation of Oakland at the 

time when it was a port for people from all these different places coming into the state of 

California. These were the objects that were available to Mrs. Pardee here in California, 

and they might have been much harder to collect if she had lived in a different state. 

When looking at collections of objects, the following are some of the questions to 

consider: 

When was the object acquired? 

How was it acquired? 

Where was it acquired? 

What material is the object made from? 

How was the object made? 

Who made the object? 

How was the object used? 

What is the object’s value? Difference in value when it was bought and today. 

Why is this object so special? 

Why did the collector collect this object? 

 

Mrs. Pardee’s collections can be divided into several subcategories. Some of her 

objects are “souvenirs,” which were brought to her home, either by herself or family 

members, or by acquaintances who traveled to far-away places and knew of her interest 

in objects from around the world. These souvenirs are only unified then, meaning form a 

collection, through Mrs. Pardee’s life; they are part of her past and were significant to her 

as an individual. Other collections show more of an obsession with collecting, e.g., her 

collections of candlesticks or teapots. The obsession comes with collecting ever more 

items of the same kind. 



All this happened during a time when consumer culture and overall wealth was on 

the rise. In the late 19th century, people began to accumulate goods and to display them to 

show off their taste or social standing. Increasingly, Americans worked outside the home 

and earned wages instead of producing their own food and household goods, which 

meant that they were dependant on ready-made products that could be bought in stores. 

When talking about Mrs. Pardee’s collections, we cannot forget the influence that the 

World’s Fairs had on her; she visited many of the Fairs, for example the 1909 Alaska-

Yukon-Pacific Exposition in Seattle, or the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis in 

1904. And these Fairs were demonstrations of American progress of industrialization, 

wealth and power, since they not only exhibited certain goods, but also foreign cultures 

and their objects. The Fairs had vast displays of objects at the same time, and so did early 

museums, where every single object was on display. Showcases were stuffed with 

objects, and walls were covered from top to bottom. This same principle can be seen in 

Mrs. Pardee’s display cases, which host a variety of different objects, neatly lined up, but 

also at times stacked on top of each other. In general, many World Fairs were also 

responsible for the establishment of museums, since at the end of the Fairs, the amassed 

goods had to go somewhere; and at the same time, the Fairs established a certain interest 

in collecting and in visiting exhibits. 

Another major influence on Mrs. Helen Pardee might have been Phoebe Apperson 

Hearst (1841-1919) who was one of the most active, female philanthropists in California. 

Due to her initiative and funding, the University of California established a museum and 

a department of anthropology in 1901, and the museum opened its doors to the public in 

1911. However, it was long before that time that Phoebe Hearst herself started collecting 



and funded major research and collecting trips for educational purposes. Between 1880 

and 1920, major competition between museums and private collectors in acquiring Native 

American objects could be perceived. One of the reasons for that is the Arts and Crafts 

Movement at the time; many individuals amassed Native American baskets and blankets, 

either to decorate their homes, or as examples of outstanding craftsmanship. 

Unfortunately, today we mostly find research on the few wealthy patrons, but hardly any 

information on the many middle-class collectors like Mrs. Pardee. 

Mrs. Pardee’s collecting efforts started around the year 1888 with an assemblage 

of lamps and candlesticks, which ultimately resulted in a collection of 300 candlesticks. 

Today, we still have two of Mrs. Pardee’s catalogues left, but her cataloguing system 

seems a bit confusing, for example not all objects are listed in the catalogues. Therefore, 

open questions remain: Were the objects in the catalogues her favorites or most valued 

objects? Or were they the first objects she acquired? It is possible that she could not keep 

up with cataloguing all of them when the collection got larger. However, the candlesticks 

and lamps are not listed in the catalogues, suggesting that they were not as highly prized 

by her. Perhaps she also made a distinction between utilitarian objects like candlesticks or 

lamps and “anthropological,” exotic, cultural objects from far-away places. Another 

possibility might be that those objects in the catalogue just happened to be exhibited 

together in one cabinet, shelf or room. 

No matter what Mrs. Pardee’s exact reasons were for collecting, she brought 

together a fascinating mix of objects that form a unique collection and a window into the 

past. 

 

 



 
 

Mrs. Helen Pardee around 1905 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Mrs. Helen Pardee around 1920 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

Pardee Home Museum Catalogue card from 1983 



 
 

Page from Mrs. Helen Pardee’s catalogue 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Mrs. Helen Pardee’s cabinet in the Music Room at around 1900 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

2006: The Alaskan Cabinet at the Pardee Home Museum 
 
 
 



 

 
 

2006: The Rosary Cabinet at the Pardee Home Museum 
 



 
2006: The Handbell Cabinet at the Pardee Home Museum 

 

 



 
 

2006: The Sponge and Teapot Cabinet at the Pardee Home Museum  

 



 
 

2006: The Chinese Cabinet at the Pardee Home Museum 

 



 
 

2006: The Ostrich Egg Cabinet at the Pardee Home Museum 

 



 
 

2006: The Mexican Cabinet at the Pardee Home Museum 

 



LESSON PLAN – FILL YOUR OWN COLLECTIONS CABINET 

 
TITLE: Fill your own Collections Cabinet    TIME: 60 minutes 

 

LEARNER POPULATION: grade level 4 

 

CURRICULAR CONTEXT: part of Social Studies, unit: California’s cultural and socio-

economic development at the end of the 19th and early 20th century. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

 By the end of this activity: 

1) Students will be able to identify who Mrs. Helen Pardee was. 

2) Students will be able to identify what objects Mrs. Pardee collected and how 

she displayed them. 

3) Students will be able to identify reasons why people collect and where they 

get their objects from. 

 

CONCEPTS/INFORMATION: 

• Collecting items from foreign countries. 

• Reasons for collecting. 

• Sources of collections. 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE: 

1) Introduce students to the topic by asking them whether they collect anything, 

e.g., playing cards, dolls, stamps, etc. 

2) Show the students photos of the Pardee house, Mrs. Helen Pardee, and a photo 

of one of her cabinets. Talk about Mrs. Pardee’s collecting efforts by using the 

newspaper article and the provided background information sheet. 

3) Ask students what they think why people collect, how they decide on what to 

collect, and where they get their collections from. 



4) Distribute handout with outlined cabinet; students draw their own collections 

in there by using pencil, crayons and/or watercolors. 

5) Students show their cabinets to the class; other students guess what each one 

collects. 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: Background information on collecting in general and 

Mrs. Helen Pardee’s collections (part of second Lesson plan); newspaper article; photos 

Pardee house, photos of Mrs. Helen Pardee (part of second Lesson plan), photos of Mrs. 

Pardee’s cabinets (part of second Lesson plan); handout; pencils, crayons, watercolors. 

 

EXTENSION/CLOSURE: 

1) Students write a short essay on what they collect and why. 

2) Students build a small model of a cabinet. They can put objects inside, or cut out 

pictures or photos from magazines and glue them in the cabinet. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WHAT WOULD YOU PUT INTO YOUR CABINET? DRAW A 
PICTURE OF YOUR COLLECTION(S) INSIDE THE 

CABINET. 
 

 
 



 
 

Newspaper article from 1937 about Mrs. Helen Pardee and her collections 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Pardee House at around 1875 



 
 

Pardee House at around 1900 



 
 

Pardee Home at around 1960 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LESSON PLAN – GO OUTSIDE AND COLLECT 

 
TITLE: Go outside and collect     TIME: 90 minutes 

 

LEARNER POPULATION: grade level 4 

 

CURRICULAR CONTEXT: part of Social Studies, unit: California’s cultural and socio-

economic development at the end of the 19th and early 20th century. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

 By the end of this activity: 

1) Students will be able to collect and display different collections of stones, 

flowers, insects, leaves, etc. 

2) Students will be able to gather information about their collections in a 

catalogue. 

 

CONCEPTS/INFORMATION: 

• Collecting natural items. 

• Describing and cataloguing objects.  

 

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE: 

1) Take students outside into a park, the forest, or just outside of the school 

building, because curious things can be found anywhere. 

2) Let students know that they will become collectors today by looking for 

natural objects. Outline the importance of treating nature with respect, and 

that students need to be responsible collectors and only sample one kind of 

each type. Divide students into groups; each group is looking for something 

different. Provide them with little containers to gather their materials. Students 

start looking around for natural objects, like stones, leaves, flowers, etc.  



3) After about 15-20 minutes take students back inside and have each group 

show what they have collected. Students can make guesses about individual 

items. 

4) Within their groups, the students research their objects and try to answer 

questions like “What is it?”, “Who found the object?”, “Where was it found?”, 

“How old might it be?” Students also try to describe each object and draw a 

picture of it. Each object should be described on a separate sheet of paper. In 

the end, these sheets can make up a “catalogue,” which is some kind of a 

journal that collectors use to list all their objects and information about them. 

5) Each group presents their collection to the entire class and talks about what 

their investigation taught them. 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: pencils, crayons, watercolors; guide books on 

flowers, insects, stones and leaves; plastic containers, e.g., yoghurt cups. 

 

EXTENSION/CLOSURE: 

1) Students write a short essay on their particular collection. 

2) Students build a small case where they can exhibit their collections. 
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